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Abstract: Privacy and verifiability are crucial security requirements in e-voting systems and com-
bining them is considered to be a challenge given that they seem to be contradictory. On one hand,
privacy means that cast votes cannot be traced to the corresponding voters. On the other hand, linka-
bility of voters and their votes is a requirement of verifiability which has the consequence that a voter
is able to check their vote in the election result. These two contradictory features can be addressed by
adopting privacy-preserving cryptographic primitives, which at the same time as achieving privacy,
achieve verifiability. Many end-to-end schemes that support verifiability and privacy have the need
for some voter action. This makes ballot casting more complex for voters. We propose the PVPBC
voting system, which is an e-voting system that preserves privacy and verifiability without affecting
voter usability. The PVPBC voting system uses an effective and distributed method of authorization,
which is based on revocable anonymity, by making use of a permissioned distributed ledger and
smart contract. In addition, the underlying PVPBC voting system satisfies election verifiability using
the Selene voting scheme. The Selene protocol is a verifiable e-voting protocol. It publishes votes
in plaintext accompanied by tracking numbers. This enables voters to confirm that their votes have
been captured correctly by the system. Numerical experiments support the claim that PVPBC scales
well as a function of the number of voters and candidates. In particular, PVPBC’s authorization
time increases linearly as a function of the population size. The average latency associated with
accessing the system also increases linearly with the voter population size. The latency incurred
when a valid authentication transaction is created and sent on the DLT network is 6.275 ms. Empirical
results suggest that the cost in GBP for casting and storing an encrypted ballot alongside a tracker
commitment is a linear function of the number of candidates, which is an attractive aspect of PVPBC.

Keywords: verifiable voting; online voting; Selene; distributed ledger technology

1. Introduction

Many conventional offline services, such as voting, mail, and payments, are migrating
online due to the rapid development of the Internet and information technologies [1]. E-
voting is an area of research which is attracting significant attention. The uptake of e-voting
has gradually spread throughout European countries –and to non-European countries–
with successful outcomes. However, e-voting comes with its own security challenges which
need to be overcome to safeguard the pillars of free-and-fair election processes. These
challenges include ensuring: (1) strong voter authentication; (2) voter privacy; (3) end-to-
end (E2E) verifiability; and, finally, (4) election transparency and integrity [2].

To design and implement a successful e-voting system, several requirements must be
met. These requirements are named and described as follows:

1. Eligibility: each voter should only be allowed to vote once. Only eligible voters are
allowed to vote;

2. Fairness: no early results can be declared during the election period which would
influence others who have not voted yet;
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3. Individual verifiability: the ability to check that the vote was correctly counted
should be available to individual voters;

4. Universal verifiability: every independent person should be able to verify the opera-
tions performed at every stage of the election as well as to check that the published
results actually sum to the total number of cast votes;

5. Vote privacy: how a voter voted should not be disclosed to anyone;
6. Receipt freeness: the system should not offer any information which voters can use to

prove how they voted. This information is typically expressed in the form of a receipt;
7. Coercion resistance: the system should not allow the voter to present evidence to a

coercer of how they voted.

We address the following problem. How can blockchain be used in an e-voting
framework in a way in which voter usability is preserved, privacy is enforced, and, finally,
verifiability is ensured? We hypothesize that a solution addressing this problem statement
should consist of (1) a conceptual framework which is based on blockchain; (2) the use
of novel cryptographic primitives and mechanisms as part of this framework to enable
checks of individual and universal verifiability. Consequently, voters must be able to
verify the availability and accuracy of their votes in the final tally and that the published
results are correct (sum of all votes); and, finally, (3) safeguarding the voter’s privacy
during the authentication phase and post-election phase, as well as ballot privacy during
the election phase. In our previous work, we put forth the VMV (Verify-My-Vote) voting
system [3], which uses the Selene voting scheme as the underlying voting system to preserve
verifiability. In this paper, we extend VMV by incorporating privacy and verifiability
functionalities into existing e-voting platforms without affecting the voter’s usability.

1.1. Motivation

Privacy is a crucial requirement in e-voting systems which ensures that the connection
between voters and their vote remains hidden. Many e-voting systems achieve privacy
by making use of several cryptographic mechanisms. The aim is to remove the linkability
feature between a vote and the caster of the vote during all election phases. Preserving
privacy during the voter-identification (ID) phase is a challenging task to achieve. This is
because additional cryptographic arrangements must be established to prevent linking a
voter’s identity to the contents of their vote. Blind signatures and mixed-nets are among
the techniques that can be applied to remove the connection between the voter and their
ballot [4]. These arrangements may clash with voter-usability requirements, which can
negatively affect voter turn-out.

Meeting the verifiable-e-voting requirement is important in reducing the need to trust
electronic systems. Systems meeting this requirement afford voters and observers the ability
to independently check whether the votes were recorded, counted, and tallied correctly.
However, Internet-based voting systems in use today are not sufficiently robust to satisfy
the verifiable-election requirement as they do not provide proof, by means of corroborating
evidence, that would allow clear, individual and universal determination of the election’s
verifiability [5]. To ensure verifiability, many E2E methods necessitate voter involvement,
such as executing the cut-and-choose action during the vote-casting phase. Cut-and-choose
protocols require complex interaction with the voter (e.g., interactive proofs) to reduce the
probability of corruption [6]. However, cut-and-choose protocols make the voting process
more complicated for voters, negatively affecting their ease of use. Replacing existing
systems with a brand new E2E verifiability scheme that supports voters usability presents
a risk to businesses.

1.2. Contributions

To conceal the link between the voter and ballot during the authentication phase
in such a way that a cryptographic action by voters is not required, an authentication
protocol which keeps the voter’s identity confidential is introduced in this paper. The
protocol uses an access model which is based on the revocable-anonymity concept where
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incorporating identity revocation in an anonymous communication system is achieved
using a permissioned distributed ledger (DL) and smart contract. To ensure resilience,
trust, and privacy, e-voting requires a framework for access control which matches the
decentralized attribute of e-voting.

To provide E2E verifiability, the Selene e-voting scheme [7] is employed as an e-voting
scheme which is designed to support individual and universal verifiability. This means
voters and observers can check the validity of votes during the election and post-election
phases. Selene simplifies the voter’s experience during the vote-casting time by hiding the
cryptographic complexity from the voter. The proposed system uses DL technology within
Selene to manage cryptographic primitives.

We summarise our contributions as follows:

• We propose an e-voting framework, which is called the PVPBC voting system, which
preserves crucial e-voting features: (i) voter privacy and anonymity by making use
of a permissioned ledger technology and smart contracts; and (ii) E2E verifiability
by making use of the Selene voting scheme and a permissioned DL. Importantly,
these crucial features are provided without affecting user experience, as the PVPBC
framework does not affect the protocol fulfilled by the voter when they are voting.

• We propose a comprehensive architecture for a capability-based authorization protocol,
which can be used to authenticate voters in e-voting platforms. The proposed approach
supports dynamic voter authentication in e-voting systems based on an access-control
model which supports revocable anonymity, as a result of using permissioned DLs.
The protocol includes capability management and access-right validation.

Compared to existing work, the PVPBC voting system we introduce has a number
of benefits, which we emphasize here: (i) it supports usability preservation for voters in
the sense that voting is the only task required of the voter; (ii) the system integrity and
security is supported by a distributed authentication mechanism based on DL technology;
(iii) the system is verifiable by all parties; and (iv) the system fulfils vote privacy as well as
voter privacy.

1.3. Organisation

The structure of this paper is outlined as follows. We start by reviewing the state-of-
the-art in Section 2 and by identifying gaps in the current state-of-technology. In Section 3,
we introduce the PVPBC voting system on a system-component level. We outline the
assumptions made and discuss how authentication with revocable anonymity is achieved.
Section 4 discusses the role of the permissioned distributed-ledger technology (DLT) in
the context of the contributed e-voting scheme in terms of the front-end system and
authentication. The voting experience/protocol followed by the voter at the pre-election
phase, voting phase and also the tracking-number retrieval process is outlined in Section 5.
Section 6 describes the technical details involved in the pre-election, election-phase and
post-election-phase setup. A thorough analysis, under the headings: eligibility, privacy,
integrity, fairness and verifiability, is provided in Section 7. This analysis is supplemented
by a performance analysis in Section 8, which evaluates the registration and authentication
schemes along with an evaluation of the voting-phase performance. We provide our
conclusions and make recommendations for future research in Section 9.

2. Related Work

E-voting is attracting increasing research attention. The aim of this research has been
to preserve the key attributes of e-voting which are privacy, integrity, transparency, and E2E
verifiability. From the protocol point of view, preserving vote privacy is challenging
when e-voting systems are being designed. Several mechanisms have been adopted in
the literature to guarantee privacy in e-voting systems. One mechanism is to use blind
signature schemes [8]. The distinguishing feature of these schemes is that the voter receives
a token which includes a blind signature from the administrator as an indication of the
voter’s eligibility to vote. In response to this, the voter should send their vote anonymously
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along with the signed token as a proof of eligibility. An alternative approach is to use
homomorphic encryption [9]. In this approach, the voter encrypts their vote. After that,
the administrator determines the encrypted tally from the encrypted votes by making use
of the encryption algorithm’s homomorphic properties. Randomness, which is achieved
using mix-nets, is also an exploited mechanism to preserve privacy by mixing up votes so
that the connection between voters and their ballot is obscured [10] .

Homomorphic encryption is the foundational principle for a number of e-voting
systems. In the system proposed in [11], the voter can encrypt their vote and generate a
proof of validity which does not require interaction—this is referred to as a zero-knowledge
proof– by making use of an El-Gamal scheme and a set of private and public keys that are
shared between parties. A coalition of honest authorities can check the proofs from the
voters and then combine all correct encrypted votes in order to decrypt them utilising the
proofs. Even though most of the security requirements are fulfilled, the complexity of the
proofs as well as the form of the votes affects the scalability of the system.

Several proposals for E2E-verifiable voting systems, which employ common verifiabil-
ity techniques to support the integrity, and thus the credibility of the election, have been
introduced. Selected examples include Prét à Voter [12], Wombat [13], Scantegrity II [14],
Helios [11], Belenios [15], Civitas [16], and the Selene protocol [7]. These techniques are
suitable for either paper voting or electronic voting. Recent verifiability techniques target
remote voting from the voter’s device.

The Benaloh Challenge, which is discussed in [17], is a typical mechanism to confirm
that a vote is cast according to the voter’s intent where a cut-and-choose method is applied
to ensure that the vote is accurately constructed. After creating the vote and encrypting
it, the voter has two options, either to cast the vote or to audit it. The auditing process
involves the disclosure of the vote, without casting it, and offers proof that the vote was
accurately constructed. The voter is able to carry out vote auditing several times before
submitting an un-audited vote. This action is achieved by using one of the following
algorithms, the Helios, Belenios, Civitas or the Wombat algorithm.

Pretty Good Democracy [18] is a verifiable e-voting system which makes use of a
Code-Vote approach as a way to obtain individual verifiability. A code sheet is given to
the voter in this approach, which contains a voting code for each candidate, as well as a
return code. These codes are delivered to the voter using a private channel such as the
post. During the voting phase, the voter casts their vote by submitting the code of their
candidates. Using the return code, the voter extracts verification that the vote has been
correctly received. This is possible because only the election system has knowledge of the
voting codes and the return codes.

In recent years, several Internet voting systems have been proposed that either use DL
technology or have been launched as DL-based systems [19–22]. Some leading examples of
live systems include, Follow My Vote (https://followmyvote.com/, accessed on 18 January
2023) and Democracy.Earth (https://www.democracy.ea, accessed on 18 January 2023).
Typically, these proposals view the act of casting a vote as a transaction which should be
documented on a blockchain or DL. A systematic review of the literature on blockchain-
based solutions for e-voting and an analysis of the techniques reviewed is given in [23].
Blockchain is reviewed from a security perspective in [24]. The authors perform their
analysis at three levels: the process, data and infrastructure levels and emphasize the need
to consider these levels in light of urgent business and industrial concerns. Occasionally,
the act of casting a vote is analogous to transferring a vote “coin” to a specific candidate.
Nevertheless, these proposals often fail to tackle concerns related to electronic voting.
These concerns include, but are not limited to, ballot secrecy, E2E verifiability, resistance to
coercion, confirmation of accurate casting and recording of votes, voter eligibility, and the
guarantee that all ballots cast before the end of the election will be counted. In addition,
these actions could have unfavorable consequences, such as disclosing real-time running
totals or voter turnout during the election, or linking a monetary value to a vote. Limited
levels of technical details are available for some of these systems. The technical details of

https://followmyvote.com/
https://www.democracy.ea
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the schemes that are available are difficult to review and to independently assess. On the
other hand, the VMV voting system introduced in [3] also uses the Selene voting scheme as
the underlying voting system and employs blockchain to preserve verifiability. However,
VMV sacrifices the voter-privacy property as the EA has full control of the voter’s identity.
VMV was added as a verifiability layer on the already-available legacy system.

A solution for the integrity and verifiability problems is commonly sought by applying
the DL concept. Adoption of a permissionless DL on public, peer-to-peer networks gives
rise to a number of security and performance issues which have not been addressed in these
solutions. Firstly, inconsistency in the DL, which might result as the necessary and sufficient
conditions for independent consistency verification, is not well-defined or understood.
Secondly, due consideration is not given to information propagation delay, which is an
on-going concern in public networks that maintain DLs [25,26]. Potential solutions exist
in the form of modern machine-learning approaches that aim to minimize variation in
propagation times [27,28] and deep-learning-based traffic-classification schemes [29] which
seek to utilize network resources better. The net result of these issues is that votes might be
absent from the DL at the end of an election. Finally, performance issues, which are related
to transaction costs, are high when a public DL is used.

In summary, we compare the shortcomings and strengths of state-of-the-art e-voting
systems in Table 1 under the headings Eligibility (El), Privacy (Pr), Verifiability (Vr) and
Usability (Us), in order to establish the need for PVPBC.

Table 1. Motivating the need for PVPBC by comparing the strengths and shortcomings of existing
e-voting systems under the headings: Eligibility (El), Privacy (Pr), Verifiability (Vr) and Usability (Us).

Voting Scheme El Pr Vr Us Limitations Strengths

Prét à Voter [12] X X X × Secrecy of the election is at risk when the
election authority is compromised. Uses
cut-and-choose protocols which require
complex interaction with the voter.

Offers verifiable elections.

Wombat [13] × X X × Paper-and-cryptographic-based voting sys-
tem. Usability issues identified during the
trials which arise due to the ballot design.

Overcomes the privacy is-
sues associated with on-
demand print ballots.

Scantegrity II [14] × X X × Does not support verifiability in remote vot-
ing. Uses cut-and-choose protocols which
require complex interaction with the voter.

Individual verifiability is
achieved by a cut-and-
choose mechanism.

Helios [11] × X × × Does not support verifiability in remote
voting. Requires a separated public
authentication-mechanism service. It is vul-
nerable to ballot stuffing.

Offers verifiable online
elections.

Pretty Good Democracy [18] X × X × Privacy is at risk as the election system has
knowledge of the voting codes associated
with the verifiability process.

Individual verifiability is
achieved by making use of
a code-vote approach.

Belenios [15] X X X × Not suitable for use in high-stake elections
as it is not coercion-resistant.

Offers verifiable online
elections.
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Table 1. Cont.

Voting Scheme El Pr Vr Us Limitations Strengths

VMV [3] X × X X The voter-privacy property is at risk as the
EA has full control of the voter’s identity.

Offers verifiable and us-
able online elections.

DLT systems [19–22] X × × × Fails to tackle concerns related to electronic
voting. These concerns include, but are not
limited to, ballot secrecy, E2E verifiability, re-
sistance to coercion, confirmation of accurate
casting and recording of votes, voter eligibil-
ity, and the guarantee that all cast ballots be-
fore the end of the election will be counted.

Offers faster Internet vot-
ing based on blockchain.

3. Core of the PVPBC Voting System

The key innovation of the proposed Privacy- and Verifiability-Preserving E-voting
Based on Permissioned Blockchain (PVPBC) voting system is to introduce a fully verifiable
e-voting protocol. The PVPBC voting system should provide the verifiability, voter usability,
and integrity properties. The PVPBC voting system is comprised of three components
which are: the front-end system; the election authority (EA); and finally, the trusted third
party (TTP). It is a requirement that these components are independent of each other.
To satisfy the aim of implementing E2E verifiability, the PVPBC voting system uses the
Selene e-voting scheme [7]. As a consequence of using the Selene protocol, the front-end
system has two distinct, desirable characteristics. Firstly, the voters’ cast ballots are gathered
and presented on a permissioned distributed ledger in an unencrypted format, and then
matched with anonymous tracking numbers. This approach is distinct from many other
e-voting systems described in the literature, which only disclose an encrypted or hashed
rendition of the votes on the bulletin board (BB), (an area within the e-voting system which
includes the final election results). By publishing plaintext votes on the DL, voters can be
confident that their vote was accurately recorded and tallied. It follows that voters have no
need to trust or possess any specific understanding of the cryptographic methods utilized
in the election. Publishing votes in plaintext on the DL guarantees individual verifiability.
In effect, any voter can check their intended vote against the plaintext vote recorded in the
DL by using their tracking number. Universal verifiability is also guaranteed because the
tally can be calculated by anyone using the plaintext votes. The PVPBC voting system also
provides mechanisms to safeguard against coercion, as a result of using the Selene protocol.
These mechanisms are available to voters if they experience coercion.

To achieve the objective of providing access-control processes which are effective
for voting services and information in e-voting systems, the PVPBC voting system offers
an anonymous authentication mechanism where the voter’s vote can be revoked by the
election service provider with the cooperation of a trusted organization. An identity-
based capability-token management strategy which is robust is proposed, based on the
blockchain network. The use of smart contracts is instrumental in achieving effective
registration, propagation and the revocation of access authorization. Consequently, election
service providers are able to verify eligible voters without knowing their real identity.
Voters only reveal their identity to the trusted organization as a TTP. During the election
period, the TTP collaborates with the election service providers to validate voter eligibility
without revealing their identity to the election services. This authentication feature is
implemented in the PVPBC voting system by making use of a permissioned DL and smart
contract. The permission DL is implemented by several trusted authorities within the trust
organization, to store and initiate capability access tokens for eligible voters.
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3.1. System Component Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the PVPBC voting system’s components. Further explanation of
how these components work will be provided in Section 4, but a brief overview is provided
now in order to provide a working knowledge of the system.

Frontend system 

Electoral Authority

Trusted Third
Party

Voter

Figure 1. Component overview for the PVPBC voting system and interactions between the election
actors: the election authority, the trusted third party, the voter and the front-end system. PVPBC is
supported by blockchain.

Trusted third party (TTP): an individual or organisation which ensures that the election is
correctly held by making use of DL technologies and smart contract to verify eligible voters.
Front-end system: a self-contained component which provides a verifiability functionality
similar to the Selene protocol. A crucial difference from the Selene protocol is that the
cryptographic functionality is provided by the front-end system, which includes key
generation, signing, and decryption for voters. As a result, these functionalities do not
have to be provided by the voters. This is managed independently of the EA. The front-
end system also provides the authentication and voting services for voters. Specifically,
the front-end system verifies voter-authentication requests and allows eligible voters to
access the ballot and to cast their votes.

The front-end system is composed of several components. These components collec-
tively provide secure and verifiable voting.

• Voter-key management: This component manages voter keys and their application.
This is run, not by the EA, but by an independent trusted party.

• Tellers: generation and management of the election threshold key and the cryp-
tographic manipulations required by the Selene protocol is performed by a set of
tellers [30].

• Web bulletin board (WBB): To distribute trust, the front-end system utilizes a permis-
sioned DL with a group of peers. This process requires a consensus of over two-thirds
majority for agreement on the contents of the ledger.

Voters: Voters interact with the registration website offered by the TTP. Other interactions
with the voters are typically via email as well as a voting website which is offered by the
front-end system. In our proposed system, voters are not required to handle their own keys.
Instead, the voter-key management component manages this for the voters, and voters
use the credentials provided to access the required cryptographic functions. The voter-key
management component is run by trusted parties within the front-end system.
Election authority: the EA is in charge of setting up the election, running it, and verifying
voter eligibility in collaboration with the front-end system and the TTP.
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Authentication-permissioned DLT: The authentication DLT manages voter authentication
by making use of capability tokens, which are embedded in a smart contract. The authenti-
cation DLT is maintained by the TTP.

3.2. Assumptions

We make the following assumptions. We assume that:

1. There are authenticated channels from the front-end system to the authentication
server of the EA.

2. There is a secure channel from the EA to the TTP.
3. Tellers are trusted parties who collaborate with the EA to run the election.

3.3. Authentication with Revocable Anonymity

The PVPBC voting system is based on a brand-new voter-authentication mechanism
which preserves voter privacy and enforces the legal requirements of the election service
authorities. To verify voters, the PVPBC voting system uses TTP certification along with
DL technology and a smart contract. The TTP issues a capability access token for each
eligible voter. The DL technology holds the access tokens securely and releases them when
certain requirements have been fulfilled. At least five parties participate in the protocol,
they are listed now. The TTP is comprised of two parties, the TA, which is a trust body
within the organization, and the Tm, which is an administrator. The third party is the
voter, V. The permissioned DLT is run by two additional parties, an administrator, Tm,
and several TAs.
Initialisation phase: Prior to the election, the Tm maintains a list of ID numbers, which
belong to eligible voters. It is populated on the DLT by the TTP administrator Tm. Once the
ID number related to the voter is verified, a profile for the registered voter is created on the
DLT by calling the Register Smart Contract (more details are provided in Section 6.1). Each
voter profile on the DLT includes the registration information tuples (Voter ID number
(VID), Flag—“Not voted”). The VID is a unique virtual ID, which is assigned for each
registered voter on the DLT.
Smart-contract deployment: A smart contract, which oversees the capability access token
for each eligible voter, must be deployed on the DLT by the TTP. The smart contract can
securely manage any algorithmically specified protocol, thanks to cryptographic protocols,
when it is deployed over the DLT network. The smart contract supplies a deployAction
() ABI (smart-contract interaction interface) for this function. The permission to execute
this ABI rests with Tm. When operating this ABI, the Tm must send a transaction which
includes the voter information defined in the previous phase, namely, the initialization
phase. After synchronizing the permissioned DLT data, any node in the permissioned
network, for example, the Tm or the TA, has the ability to communicate with the smart
contract using the contract address provided.
Authorization validation: The authorization-validation process takes place at the elec-
tion service provider, in response to receiving an authentication request from the voter
during the pre-election phase. More precisely, as shown in Figure 2, the election service
provider verifies the present condition of the smart contract in the permissioned DLT to
obtain the capability token associated with the voter’s VID. The smart contract furnishes
an accessRequest() ABI for verification of the token. The election service provider can
accomplish this ABI by submitting the pertinent information, the voter’s VID and the
action to be performed using the transaction. The transaction is mined, included into a
block and broadcast to the nodes, Tm and TA, in the TTP DLT network. As part of this
process, each node that receives the transaction carries out the ABI to check if the voter
possesses the necessary access rights. This assures system users that nodes cannot deceive
others with false processing results. The result is a robust and trustworthy access-control
system. The election service provider will grant access to the ballot to the voter if the
access-right policies and conditional constraints are satisfied and also depending on the
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capability-token validation and access-authorization-process result. If these conditions are
not satisfied, the voting request is denied.

1) Registration request

2) Generate capability
token(Icap) 

Launch a transaction to store
Icap to the smart contract

3) Authentication
 request viaVID 

4) Query the validity
of the Icap

5) Allow access and
send the ballot

Trusted Third Party Voter(S) Smart Contract Election Authority

Registration
phase

Registration
phase

Authentication
phase

Figure 2. Voter-access control is carried out using two phases: the registration phase and the au-
thentication phase. Effective access-control processes for voting services and information in e-voting
systems is achieved by PVPBC by offering an anonymous authentication mechanism where the voter’s
vote can be revoked by the election service provider with the cooperation of a trusted organization.

Capability Token Structure

The Tm is responsible for maintaining a profile record for eligible voters on the DLT.
In the profile record, all registered voters are associated with a virtual identity (VID) which
is globally unique (we use two forms of ID. The voter ID is the normal identification
required at the registration phase. It is typically a name or an email address. VID is
another form of voter ID on the DLT. VID is a key which identifies the eligible voter on the
authentication blockchain.), which is used as the prime key for identifying voters’off-chain
profile. It is maintained by the TTP. At least one main account belongs to each voter. It is
indexed by its VID address in the permissioned DLT. Consequently, the DLT is used to
capture the VID for profiling registered voters. Generally, each eligible voter should be
assigned a capability access token, which is stored in a smart contract. The capability token
specifies the access rights associated with the voting ballot. It also contains awareness
information. The capability token uses the following parameters.

• F: a cryptographic hash function which operates in one direction only;
• VIDV : the virtual ID of an eligible voter which solicits access, with the purpose of

taking part in the election;
• EXPR: the token expiration time;
• AR: the set of access rights pertaining to a predetermined set of actions;
• T: a timestamp;
• ni: the tracking number for registered voters. This tracking number is a sparse selection

of integers.

The capability token is then defined as a function of these parameters,

TokenR = F(VIDV , EXPR, AR, T, ni). (1)
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In the adopted authentication mechanism, the capability token corresponding to a
particular voter is identified by the VID of the voter. Example actions in the set of access
rights, AR, are the vote and the NULL actions. If the access-rights set is null, AR = NULL,
the voting operation is not allowed.

4. Role of Permissioned DLTs

The PVPBC voting system establishes two separate permissioned DLTs, each of which
is used at a certain stage of the election to fulfill certain features and functions within the
proposed system.

4.1. Election Permissioned DLT in the Front-End System

The front-end system makes use of DL technology. This DL is integrated into the
Selene protocol as a key element to obtain the necessary assurances ahead of the election,
e.g., the first half of commitments to tracking numbers. It is also responsible for storing the
election’s verifiability evidence as it is generated, and it handles the mixing and decryption
of the votes and tracker numbers at the end of the ballot. This is carried out in this manner
to ensure that the commitments that were placed in the ledger before the election started
do not change after the election. Using the ledger guarantees that the same verifiability
information is seen by all observers, and that the verifiability information cannot be changed
at a later point in time.

In the front-end system, a permissioned DL is used. It is considered to be the ap-
propriate design choice. This is because the DL is purpose-built for the election. In their
current forms, EAs are necessary to manage the election roll. The need for the EA motivates
the requirement for having trusted authorities. The EA’s role is to start the election and
to take responsibility for the election outcome. A benefit of the proposed system is that
only the individuals responsible for conducting the election, who are already trusted, need
to be granted write access to the ledger. Consequently, malicious nodes do not have the
ability to take part in the DL’s network. As a result, the security of the proposed system
is increased. An additional advantage of permissioned DLs is that they permit faster
and lighter consensus than the permissionless DLs. One side effect of the permissionless
public-ledgers approach is that they give less control over consistency. This is because they
support eventual consensus, which means that forks are possible and are eventually resolved.
A good example of this is the branch rule of Bitcoin [31,32].

4.2. Authentication Permissioned DLT

The proposed system makes use of a permissioned DLT to manage and to store the au-
thentication information. The authentication DLT is different from the election DLT, which
is used to manage the verifiability data within the front-end system. The authentication DLT
is maintained by trusted parties within the trusted third party organisation. This means
that only those authenticated and trusted parties can join the network and can securely
add, delete, and manage all voter information. During the registration phase, a TTP will be
responsible for adding the voter information to the DLT as well as for deploying the smart
contract related to the capability access token. We use the DLT here to evaluate the access
policies, to preserve the access token integrity and to detect token double spending.

5. Voting Experience

The voting experience has three distinct stages: the pre-election phase; the voting
phase; and, finally, the tracking-number retrieval phase. Each stage is now described.

5.1. Pre-Election Phase

Our starting point is the assumption that the EA oversees voter registration. It main-
tains the list of eligible voters. The EA also provides precise instruction, extensive adver-
tisement and distribution, and election assistance. In Figure 3, we illustrate that voters
need to remotely register with the TTP before the election. The voter needs to provide
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an ID key, e.g., national ID, in addition to other information, such as their e-mail address,
phone number, and address. In response, the voter is given a unique pseudonyms key
(VID) which can be provided during the voting phase for authentication purposes.

Voter 
Trusted Third

Party

1) Voter Registration
2) Voter's capability
token placed to the DLT

3) Voter VID

Figure 3. Voter experience during the registration phase: voters need to remotely register with the
TTP prior to the election. The voter is given a unique pseudonyms key, which is used to provide
authentication during voting.

During the pre-election phase, which is illustrated in Figure 4, voters need to authen-
ticate themselves with the front-end system using their VID, which is generated during
the registration step. Specifically, the voter, while interacting with the front-end system,
is asked to input their VID, which is linked to the capability token stored in the authenti-
cation permissioned DLT. Upon retrieving a valid access token, the voter’s cryptographic
primitives (voter’s signing keys, and voters’ trapdoor keys) are created and a tracker
commitment is placed on the DLT. We describe the voter’s cryptographic primitives and
tracker commitment in more detail in Section 6. Once the authentication stage has been
successfully navigated, the voter is forwarded to the voting webpage.

Voter 
Authentication

page Election service
provider

Authentication
permissioned 

DLT

VKM

Frontend System 

5) Allow access to
the voting page

1) Voter
VID

2) Voter VID 

3)
 C
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cryptographic primitives 

7)Tracker
Commitment (Beta)  

permissioned
DLT

Figure 4. Voter registration is facilitated by the interaction with the front-end system. Subsequent
interactions with the election service provider, the authentication permissioned DLT and VKM are
instigated by the authentication page in the front-end system.
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5.2. Voting Phase

The casting of votes takes place during the voting period. After passing the authenti-
cation stage, which is illustrated in Figure 5, the voter is forwarded to the voting webpage.
The voter is presented with choices and is prompted to make a selection(s). After the
voter has confirmed their selection(s), they may proceed to submit their ballot. A ballot,
in encrypted form, which contains the voter’s choices, is sent to the authentication server
within the EA for checking and signing. The server checks whether the ballot is accurately
formatted. An example inspection which is carried out examines if the ballot has the
accurate election identifier tag. When the ballot is correctly formed, the authentication
server responds to the front-end system with an acknowledgement. This acknowledgement
contains EA’s signature on the ballot. Ultimately, the signed encrypted ballot is paired with
the encrypted tracking number and stored on the DLT within the front-end system.

Voter 
Voting Page

Election service
provider

Frontend System 

2) Encrypted votes
1) Vote

3) Signed Encrypted
votes

4) Signed Encrypted
votes/tracker

commitments (Beta) 

permissioned
DLT

Figure 5. Voter experience during the voting phase: Once authentication is complete, the voter is
forwarded to the voting webpage. The voter is shown the choices and is allowed to make their
selection(s).

5.3. Post-Election Phase and Tracking-Number Retrieval

Figure 6 illustrates the post-election phase processes. Once the election has ended,
the front-end system WBB has the cast votes, in plaintext form, and the corresponding
tracking numbers. Email or post is subsequently used by the TTP to send the α (trapdoor
key which opens to a tracker β which is already posted on the DL) term to the voter. When
the voter receives the α term, if they wish to verify their vote was cast as intended they can
open their tracking-number commitment, access the information contained in the WBB and
check their own vote in plaintext.

The voter’s unique tracker is calculated by a supported web application within the
front-end system using the received α term, the public β (a tracker commitment which
is publicly assigned to each voter and paired with the encrypted and decrypted votes. α
opens to a β, then the voter tracking number can be constructed) term, and the trapdoor
key sk. The purpose of this action is to support individual verifiability.
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Figure 6. Voter experience during the post-election phase and tracking-number retrieval phase.

6. PVPBC Protocol: Cryptographic Considerations

We will now delve into a technical description of the protocol, paying particular
attention to the cryptographic steps. This discussion is arranged into three parts: (1) the
pre-election technical setup; (2) the election phase; and, finally, (3) the post-election phase.

6.1. Pre-Election Technical Setup

The pre-election setup phase consists of two main processes, a registration process
and an election-key generation process. We describe voter authentication and the voter’s
cryptographic primitives in this context.

Registration: The voter-registration process is performed by the TTP by making use
of a permissoned DLT and smart contract. Anyone with an ID number, for example, a
national ID number, which is on the TTP’s whitelist of IDs has permission to register for the
election. When the ID field on the registration page is completed by the voter, as illustrated
in Figure 7, the regApp.js application makes eth.calls to the registrar contract to check
that the ID provided is on the whitelist of IDs, and if the associated voter has registered
previously. When the outcome of the check is positive, the regApp.js communicates with
the registrar contract to store the new voter information. This information consists of the
voter’s ID, Quorum DL address, and e-mail address. The purpose of this step is to link
the user’s Quorum DLT address and e-mail address so that they cannot register twice.
Once registered, the registrar contract generates an access token for the voter and encrypts
it with the private key of the TTP. The voter uses the access token for authentication on
the blockchain. The voter is given a VID which is a parameter included in the access
token generated by the smart contract (see Section 3.3 to obtain further information on
this process).

Voter authentication: The voter interacts with the front-end system, providing their
unique virtual identity (VID) to obtain entry to the voting platform, and then casts their
ballot. Once voter authentication is complete, the voter should complete the unique virtual-
identity (VID) field in the authentication page on the front-end system. After that, the
authentication request and the voter’s VID is forwarded to an election service provider. This
process is illustrated in Figure 4. The election service provider first fetches the capability
token from the smart contract by using the voter’s VID, and then makes the decision
whether or not to grant access to the ballot. The TTP changes the flag field of the voter’s
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profile tuple to “voted” after successful authentication and updates the hashes of the
blockchain. This prevents voters from voting more than once. Once voter access has been
granted, the voter is directed to the voting page on the front-end system.

VoterregApp.J UI identity
verifier

Register smart
contract 

Permissioned
DLT(3) Transaction to

add the voter's
information

(2) Call the
registration

contract 

(1) ID(1) ID

Figure 7. The voter-registration phase is managed by the TTP by making use of a permissoned DLT
and smart contract.

Voter’s cryptographic primitives: When the voter has been authenticated, their voter-
keys management (VKM) component, which is part of the front-end system, generates
cryptographic primitives for the corresponding authenticated voter. Cryptographic primi-
tives include the voter’s signing keys, and the voters’ trapdoor keys. An ElGamal signing
key pair, (signi, vki), where signi is the voter’s signature key and vki is the public verifier
key, is generated by the VKM component. The voter, Vi, generates signatures that can be
verified via vki. It is assumed that a secret key, ski, and a public key (voter’s trapdoor key),
PKi, can be generated by the VKM componentfor each voter, Vi, where PKi = gski .

We move on to consider the creation of an encrypted tracking number for each authen-
ticated voter. Voters obtain encrypted tracking numbers using the following procedure:

1. The tracking number, ni, for the registered voter is extracted from the retrieved token.
2. The term, gni , is calculated for the imported tracking number, ni, in order to make

sure that the tracking number falls in the appropriate subgroup.
3. Tracking numbers, gni , are encrypted using the encryption key, PKT .
4. The Sako–Kilian protocol [30] is used to re-encrypt and shuffle the set of encrypted

tracking numbers, (gni )pkT . The resulting shuffled list is then assigned to the voters,
so that each voter is associated with a unique secret encrypted tracker, {gnπ(i)}PKT ,
where π is the permutation induced by the shuffle.

At this junction, the calculation of trapdoor commitments that open for a unique
tracker occurs. The procedure by which the tracking-number commitment for each voter is
generated is outlined.

1. A random number, ri, is generated for each voter, i, by summing random values, ri,j,
which were generated by each teller, j, for voter i, where, ri = Σi

j=1ri,j.

2. The product, {PKi
ri}PKT , is generated using the component which is generated by

each teller, j, {PKi
ri,j}PKT , and then by taking the product of these components. Sim-

ilarly, αi = gri can be computed in a distributed fashion. The value, αi = gri , will
not be published, but it will be communicated privately to voters at the end of the
election. In the PVPBC voting system, it is not computed until the end of the election.

3. The product of {PKi
ri}PKT and {gnπ(i)}PKT is computed to obtain {PKi

ri .gnπ(i)}PKT .
4. Threshold decryption is applied to reveal the commitment βi = PKi

ri .gnπ(i) . The
commitment βi is published.

The initialization block, which acts as the genesis block for the chain, is used to
initialize the DL in the front-end of the PVPBC voting system. This block does not contain
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votes. All of the election information, for example, the election public key, the set of
valid choices the voters can choose, are included. As a result, a DL is linked to a specific
election. As the system parameters are integrated into the DL, potential disagreement over
the system parameters is prevented. To allow trustees to join the permissioned network
and to participate in maintaining the DL, security credentials are generated for them. A
tuple of terms is posted to the DL for each voter Vi, before the voting phase starts, in the
following manner:

(vki , PKi , {gnπ(i)}PKT , βi). (2)

Election-key generation: In the PVPBC front-end system, tellers are responsible
for generating the threshold election key, PKT . This is the same in the Selene protocol.
The election public key, PKT , is created in a distributed way by the election tellers using
the key-generation protocol proposed by Pedersen in [33]. In this protocol, every teller Tj
has a share sj ∈ Zq of a secret S.

As the values PKj = gsj are made public, every teller is committed to these values.
The encryption key, PKT , for the election is computed using

PKT = Πn
j=1PKj, (3)

where n is the number of tellers. All tellers are sent the calculated encryption public
key, PKT . It is not possible for a single teller to recover the secret key, S = ∑n

j=1 sj. The
authentication server, which is run by the EA, runs the key-generation algorithm of the
digital signature scheme to produce the authentication server’s public/private (verifi-
cation/signing) keys. The primary action that takes place during the election phase,
e.g., voting, is now described.

6.2. Election Phase

Voting: After gaining access to the voting site, the voter engages with the voting page,
which is part of the front-end system, to cast their ballot. The PVPBC front-end system
encrypts the cast ballot using the election key, and then signs the encrypted ballot using the
voter’s signing key. Then, the front-end system submits the ballot, Vi, to the authentication
server at the EA using an authenticated communications channel.

If a ballot is received by the authentication server, and it has the correct format –the
ballot is tagged with the correct election identifier–, an acknowledgement is sent as a
response by the EA, which consists of a signature applied to the ballot Vi. If the ballot does
not conform to the correct format, the EA does not output anything. If the voter or front
end tries to vote more than once and an acknowledgement has already been issued by the
EA, then the EA reissues the initial acknowledgement and does not consider the new vote.
After this set of events, the encrypted vote is published to the permissioned DL alongside
the encrypted tracking number, voter’s public key, and trapdoor commitment. This is the
public record of votes received in encrypted form. This means the signed encrypted vote
is created at the vote time, and posted on the WBB when it is cast. Carrying out elections
using this process results in the provision of public, real-time information regarding the
turnout for the election. The voter is not involved with the voter-side cryptographic actions
of the Selene protocol in the voting phase. Instead, the voter’s task during the voting phase
is to create and cast a ballot in the usual way.

Voting-phase technical details: After casting the ballot, the front-end system carries
out several steps to produce the final result. For each cast ballot:

1. The ballot is encrypted and signed, obtaining

Vi = signvi ({Votei}PKT ). (4)

2. A non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of the knowledge of the plaintext is created,
Πi, and it is attached to the encrypted ballot. In addition, this proof also includes the
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voter’s verification key, aiming to ensure the proof is valid only for this verification key.

Vi = signvi ({Votei}PKT ), (Πi). (5)

3. The front end, Vi, submits vi’s ballot to the authentication server, EA, using an
authenticated channel alongside the voter’s VID. If the ballot is correctly formed, then
the EA signs the ballot and sends the ballot back to the front-end system.

4. The signed encrypted ballot and the NIZKP are posted on the ledger alongside the
previously published encrypted tracking number, tracking number commitment,
and voter’s identity (PKi). This process is defined mathematically in

(vki, PKi, {gnπ(i)}PKT , βi, signvi ({Vote}PKT ), Πi). (6)

This is the only information published on the ledger. It is important to note that the
standard voting information collected by the election system is not published.

6.3. Post-Election Phase

At the end of the voting phase, as in the Selene protocol, the front-end system starts the
mix and decryption process. During this process, each encrypted vote and its corresponding
encrypted tracking number are mixed, shuffled, and decrypted by the election tellers.
At the end of this process, tracking numbers alongside plaintext votes are posted to the
permissioned ledger.

After the votes and tracking numbers have been published, the front-end sends αi and
the corresponding VID to the EA, which, in turn, forwards it to the TTP. The TTP uses the
VID to locate the identity of registered voters on the authentication blockchain in order to
send their αi term via e-mail. In response to receiving the α term, the voter can access their
tracking number via a call to the front-end system to apply their trapdoor key to (αi, βi).
This enables them to identify their vote on the ledger.

After the election finishes, the front-end system carries out two steps to produce the
final result.

Mix and decryption: For each voter, Vi, the encrypted tracking number and encrypted
vote are extracted to give a pair of the form:

({gnπ(i)}PKT , {votei}PKT ). (7)

This pair is put through a verifiable shuffle performed by the mix-nets [34], and then a
threshold set of tellers perform a verifiable decryption of these shuffled pairs. Proof of
shuffling and correct decryption are uploaded on the WBB. After decryption, the pairs,
(nπ(i), votei), are published on the WBB.

Tracking-number retrieval: Once the grace period has ended, each voter, Vi, is sent
the αi described in Section 6.1. The received αi can be combined with the βi term to
reconstruct the tracking number encrypted under the voter’s public key PKi.

(αi, βi) = {gnπ(i)}PKi (8)

The voter, Vi, can request that the front-end system use their secret key to decrypt and
retrieve the gnπ(i) , and thus obtains the tracker nπ(i), which they can then use to look up
their vote on the ledger.

7. Security Analysis

A security analysis of the system is now provided. It is organized using the headings:
eligibility, privacy, ballot privacy, integrity, and, finally, fairness. Finally, we provide some
examples of malicious attacks from which e-voting systems suffer, and analyze the resilience
of PVPBC with regard to these attack types.
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7.1. Security Attributes

We investigate the strengths and weaknesses of PVPBC with respect to key
security attributes.

7.1.1. Eligibility

In order for voters to take part in the election, they need to provide a valid VID. Each
valid VID needs to reference a valid capability access token in the authentication DLT.
The TTP only provides access tokens to authenticated voters that were included in the list
of eligible voters, which was compiled during the initialisation phase, and to authenticated
voters that have not previously requested to vote. This means only eligible voters can
vote. It also means that they can acquire only one eligibility token, and, therefore, they can
only cast one valid vote. The eligibility property is “invalidated” when an eligible voter
tries to vote more than once. Invalidation is not possible because the TTP changes the flag
field of the tuple to “voted” in the DLT after successful authentication, as part of the voter-
authentication phase. Therefore, the voter-authentication request will be rejected when the
submitted VID references a profile on the authentication DLT which is flagged “voted”.

7.1.2. Privacy

We analyze privacy using two subcategories “Voter Privacy” and “Ballot Privacy”.
In terms of voter privacy, the front-end and election provider has no access to the voter

identities beyond pseudonyms (VID: unique key allocated by TTP). Voters only submit the
VID to the front-end as a proof of identity during the authentication phase. They only need
to reveal their real identity to the TTP during the registration phase. Apart from the TTP,
no party within the proposed system is able to link a VID to its individual voter.

Regarding ballot privacy, the PVPBC voting system guarantees that no party, at any
point of the election, is able to reveal how a particular voter voted. While the front-end is
collecting votes, the only link between the voter and their vote in plaintext is the VID key
which acts as a pseudonymous identity. Mapping a VID key to the corresponding voter can
only be carried out by the TTP, which is responsible for registering eligible voters. Therefore,
ballot privacy is maintained with respect to the PVPBC voting system in three ways: the
front-end has no access to the voters’ true identities; election service providers have no
access to both voters and votes; and, finally, the TTP has no access to the plaintext votes
linked to their VIDs.

Similar to the Selene protocol, the front end provides the assurance that the pub-
lished verifiability information does not compromise the privacy of the vote, provided
that the requirement that each teller node is independent is met. This is maintained by
the front end.

7.1.3. Integrity

The PVPBC-voting-system design ensures that even an insider at the EA or an attacker
gaining access to the vote cannot invisibly change votes, as any change can be detected
by a voter performing a verification. Consequently, the PVPBC voting system no longer
requires the election provider to be trusted to ensure election integrity. This is because it
can be verified independently. Use of DLT trustees means that the authority alone cannot
change the commitments and verifiability parameters, because collusion between a majority
threshold of trustees would be required.

7.1.4. Fairness

The PVPBC voting system guarantees that the election result will not be known during
the election period. Therefore, voters cannot be influenced. This property is achieved
by separating the election phase from the post-election phase. During the election phase,
cast votes are published to the DLT in an encrypted form alongside commitments and
encrypted tracking numbers. The ballot is only mixed, shuffled, and decrypted during the
post-election phase by a set of tellers.
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7.1.5. Verifiability

The PVPBC voting system supports individual and universal verifiability features
because it incorporates the Selene voting scheme in its design. Specifically, the proposed
system enables universal verifiability because all of the required information is published
on the ledger. This allows every independent person to verify cryptographic operations
performed at every stage of the election. Some examples of the types of verifications
performed are listed. They include verifying the requirements that the tracker numbers
are unique, and obtaining proof that shuffling and decryption have all been carried out
correctly. Individual verifiability is achieved in the proposed system because voters are
able to verify their vote on the DLT after receiving their α term and by reconstructing their
tracking number. However, this does not offer the same level of individual verifiability
provided by the Selene protocol. This is because the front end has control over the voter’s
private key. This is in contrast to the Selene protocol where voters control their private
key. Consequently, they control the α term and are able to generate a fake α. We believe
that sacrificing this Selene protocol feature in the PVPBC voting system is a feature worth
sacrificing, given that it helps to preserve the voter usability.

7.1.6. Usability

The PVPBC voting system supports voter usability while preserving privacy and
verifiability. Specifically, PVPBC preserves voters’ privacy and verifiability without requir-
ing any complex actions to be performed by the voter during the pre-election, election,
and post election phases. During the pre-election phase, a voter receives a VID from the
TTP to be submitted to the PVPBC’s frontend. Once the valid VID is submitted to the
frontend, the voter is allowed to access the candidates list and cast her vote. All the voter’s
cryptographic primitives are managed by the front end (e.g. voter-key generation, and
vote encryption, etc). During the post-election phase, the voter will receive the α term
which helps in reconstructing the tracking number. The tracking-number reconstruction is
performed by the front end, meaning the voter does not perform any complex operation to
locate the tracking number associated with her vote. To conclude, voter usability is fulfilled
across all election phases without affecting the verifiability and privacy features.

7.2. Malicious-Attack Analysis

E-voting systems are subject to several forms of attack which target the availability,
integrity, and anonymity of elections. We discuss and provide a qualitative analysis of the
susceptibility of PVPBC to these classes of attack.

7.2.1. Malware

Malware, which includes Trojan horses, worms, spyware, and ransomware, typically
targets the integrity of an election by preventing the voter’s vote from being recorded
as intended [35,36]. Distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks can have a significant
negative impact on network routing and performance metrics [37]. A DDOS attack aims
to disrupt the voting process by slowing down communication in the network, including
vote casting, tallying, and auditing. Regarding PVPBC’s resilience to these attacks, vote
integrity is achieved as the vote is cast through the front-end system which is controlled
and run by the election authority as well as the trustees. We assume that there is a secure
channel between the voter and the front-end which reduces the likelihood that adversaries
can intercept the votes and alter them during the election phase. Regarding intrusions
that intensify DDOS attacks, PVPBC offers a high level of resilience as a result of its use
of permissioned blockchain. A consequence of this design choice is that participants are
pre-defined and authenticated before joining the network. In addition, every DL node
maintains a copy of the voting information (e.g., encrypted votes and verification proofs,
etc). This helps PVPBC to stay alive; consequently, it is available for voters if a particular
node fails due to a DDOS attack. When the node goes live again, it synchronises with other
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nodes and updates its DL ledger. In summary, PVPBC achieves a high level of resilience
due to its use of blockchain technology.

7.2.2. Cross-Site-Scripting (XSS) Attacks

XSS attacks normally target e-voting systems at the application level. The reason
for this is that the application has direct interactions with the voter [38]. As a counter-
measure for this type of attack, security measures need to be considered at the application
level. In PVPBC, insertion of the voter’s contributed content is not allowed at the front-
end. Consequently, there is no facility for the voters and candidates to perform editing.
In addition, the front-end is designed so that voters’ entries are checked and validated
against the eligible entry format. This ensures non-persistent XSS attacks are avoided.

7.2.3. Collusion between DLT Participants

We adopted a practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) consensus protocol which
supports e-voting resilience and trust [39]. A PBFT consensus ensures that the system
stays available and accessible by voters even if a node goes offline due to a malicious
attack. This is an advantage in comparison to e-voting systems which adopted a centralised
infrastructure, which is vulnerable to a single point of failure. An additional strength of
PVPBC is that we designed the PBFT so that the collusion between PVPBC blockchain
members is very challenging. In other words, PBFT prevents the system from reaching
an agreement if there are faulty or malicious nodes. To reach an agreement in PBFT,
nodes vote on the validity of the information (transactions/blocks). This process provides
safety because breaching the data integrity would require (n− 1)/3 faulty nodes out of
a total of n, the honest nodes, to collaborate. The PBFT protocol ensures resilience by
including the election authority and other trusted parties as known participants in the
permissioned group. They cannot compromise the integrity of the ledger unless the number
of participating collaborators surpasses a threshold.

7.2.4. Broken Authentication

Attackers try to gain unauthorised access to online applications, in particular e-voting
applications [40]. The possibility of successfully obtaining unauthorised access to e-voting
systems during the election is a very serious issue which compromises the integrity of
the election. In PVPBC, an authentication protocol based on blockchain is implemented
to ensure valid and efficient authentication is carried out. The authentication process is
maintained by the election authority in collaboration with the TTP by making use of a
capability token which is verified and stored on the blockchain. As blockchain offers an
immutable history, it is very challenging to forge the capability access token.

8. Performance Analysis

In this section, we investigate the performance of the PVPBC voting system. To carry
out this investigation, we implemented a prototype system. Development of this prototype
is initially described. We evaluate the gas and time required to deploy and register a smart
contract as part of the registerVoter() function. We then evaluate the gas and time associated
with the voter-authorisation phase, where the voter submits an access request to the front-
end system. We provide a measurement of the authorisation time, which is the time that
elapses between when an access request is submitted to the front-end system and when the
request is acted upon. We investigate the impact of different voter population sizes on the
authorisation time. The access-request transaction latency within the authentication DLT
network is also investigated.

8.1. Prototype System: Voter Registration and Authentication Scheme

We evaluated the PVPBC voting system by implementing a proof-of-concept (PoC)
prototype using a Quorum blockchain network. The implementation was divided into three
phases: Quorum-network configuration, smart-contract development and deployment,
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and front-end application development using the REST APIs. For the PoC implementation
of the PVPBC voting system, we built REST APIs using Node.js and Express. These
APIs allowed us to access and to interact with the blockchain and the functions defined
in the smart contract from the front-end system. We used Postman, which is an API
development tool, which allowed us to send requests to the Rest APIs and to receive
responses. Regarding the TTP and the front-end blockchains, a Byzantine fault tolerance
consensus was implemented. The block time was maintained at the default value of 50 ms.
We developed all smart-contract code in Solidity using the remix IDE, which allowed us to
write, to test, and to debug our smart-contract transactions before deploying the contract
on the blockchain network. Finally, we used web3.js and Node.js to interact with the
Quorum blockchain and smart contract from the client side. We continue by describing the
functionalities implemented in more detail. We then describe the performance evaluation
carried out for each function. Finally, we evaluate the voting phase. The goal of this final
experiment was to verify how the cost of casting a ballot varied as a function of the number
of candidates.
Voter registration: The voter-registration process is described in Algorithm 1. The register-
Voter() function in the register-smart-contracts component is used to register a voter on the
blockchain. During voter registration, the TTP calls the smart-contract registrar to verify
that the provided voter’s ID (voterid) is part of the whitelist. If the check is successfully
passed, the voter is allowed to register themselves for the election (Accessv). The TTP han-
dles the registration transaction, which adds the voter’s information to the authentication
blockchain. Subsequently, an access token is placed on the blockchain. The voter’s access
token (Tokenv) is entered by the TTP responsible for pushing the contract to the blockchain.
It is then stored in the contract state (smartContract).

Algorithm 1: Voter registration.
Input: voterid
Output: VIDv,invalid()

1 Accessv = f alse;
2 candidates = candidates;
3 if (voterid ∈ candidates) then
4 Accessv = true;
5 Tokenv = (timestamp, expDate, Accessv);
6 smartContract= update(Tokenv);
7 VIDv= address(smartContract)
8 return VIDv;
9 else

10 return invalid(Accessv);
11 end

Time and gas cost: In order to determine the number of units of gas required by PVPBC to
perform voter registration, we measured the gas required to deploy the smart contract as
part of voter registration for 10 contracts. We repeated each experiment 30 times for each
contract, and report the average time in seconds and cost for each contract. The results are
tabulated in Table 2 for each contract. The average, of the average time required for each
contract, is 34 s and the average gas cost for all contracts is 181000.
Authorisation: During the voter-authorisation phase, the voter submits an access request
to the front-end system. This process is described in Algorithm 2. When an access request
is initiated using the voter’s VID (VIDv), the EA initially checks whether or not the token
data associated with the user’s address exists in the local database (localDatabase). If the
search for token data fails, the EA interacts with the authorisation contract (querySmart-
Contract(VIDv)), which fetches the token data from the TTP DLT network by calling an
exposed-contract method and saving the token data to the local database. After retrieving
the access token, the accessRequest() checks the current capability status of the token,
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such as the initialized, isValid, issuedate, and expireddate functions. If the status of any
token is not valid, the authorisation process stops and a deny-access request is sent back
to the subject. The EA goes through all the access rules specified in the retrieved token
to decide whether to grant the access to the ballot, or not (e.g., Flag ’voted’). The process
checks whether or not the request made by the voter (REST-ful method) to access the ballot
matches the access rules in the retrieved access token.

Table 2. Voter registration: The average contract deployment time for 10 contracts, where the average
computed for 30 experiments is given and the cost of gas is reported. The average time for deployment
over all trials is 34 s and the associated average cost is 181000.

Contract Time (s) Cost (Gas)

1 32 182000
2 35 173000
3 33 185000
4 34 180000
5 35 182000
6 35 179000
7 34 184000
8 33 186000
9 35 175000
10 34 184000

Average 34 181000

Algorithm 2: Authorise Access (Function accessRequest()).
Input: VIDv
Output: tokenAccess

1 Search (VIDv);
2 if (VIDv ∈ localDatabase) then
3 extractToken = tokenv;
4 else
5 extractToken=querySmartContract(VIDv);
6 end
7 verifyTokenStatus(extractToken);
8 if isValid() then
9 EvaluateAccessRight();

10 return tokenAccess;
11 else
12 Deny();
13 end

Time and gas cost: We measured the gas required to deploy the authorisation contract and
the associated time. The experiments were repeated 30 times for each contract, and the
results obtained are given in Table 3. The average time reported is 33 s, which is similar to
the average time report for voter registration; however, the average gas cost reported is
significantly larger, e.g., 549719.
Authorisation time: The duration between when an access request is submitted to the
front-end system and when the request is granted or acted upon is called the authorisation
time. To measure the authorisation time, we used the ConsenSys Quorum blockchain to
emulate the authentication DLT. For the blockchain private network, we implemented three
nodes, which were distributed over three Linux machines, to mimic the TTP nodes. We
developed a PoC front-end system which allows the voter to submit the VID to the EA.
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Table 3. Voter authentication: The average deployment time for 10 contracts and the associated costs
are given for 30 experiments. The average of these contract deployment times is 33 s and the average
cost is 549719.

Contract Time (s) Cost (Gas)

1 49 582033
2 25 539234
3 30 524892
4 35 489234
5 28 547834
6 20 542934
7 27 593485
8 42 534584
9 39 558394
10 35 584574

Average 33 549719

To evaluate the authorisation time, we conducted an experiment which measured
the time that elapsed between when the voter access request was made and when the
access request was granted. Specifically, we registered voters with the TTP using the
registerVoter() function. Access tokens and VID’s were created and placed on the DLT.
The next step started when VIDs were sent at the same time, T1, via the front-end application.
The experiment used the accessRequest() function in the smart-contract authorisation. This
function used VID to fetch the associated token data from the TTP DLT, and it checked
the current capability status of the token. We measured the time, T2, which was when
the access token was retrieved and access was granted. The authorisation time, TA, was
measured as the time difference between T2 and T1,

TA = T2 − T1. (9)

In order to determine the impact of different voter population sizes, we ran the
experiment several times and increased the voter population for each experiment. The voter
population sizes used were 100, 150, 200 , 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 voters. Figure 8
illustrates the average authentication time for each voter population size. Figure 8 provides
evidence that the authorisation time increases linearly as a function of the voter population
size. For example, the average latency associated with 100 voters obtaining access to the
election process is on average 20 s. The average latency increases approximately linearly.
When the voter population size is 500 voters, the recorded authentication time latency is
approximately 80 s. This linear increase suggests that the voter authorisation time scales
well over population sizes of 100 to 500 voters.

The access-request-transaction latency within the authentication DLT network is an
important performance metric. The transaction latency in the blockchain environment is
the time taken to complete information (transaction) verification. When a node receives a
transaction, it verifies whether it is valid or not. If the transaction is valid, the node forwards
it to its neighbours. Alternatively, invalid transactions are discarded. We conducted the
following experiment to characterise this performance metric. The latency incurred when a
valid authentication transaction is created and sent in the DLT network is measured. We
also recorded the time at which the access token is retrieved. The goal was to understand
the time required to send and receive a response to an access request, which was sent by
the EA. We repeated the experiment 30 times for each function call using one client system.
Figure 9 plots the latency incurred by this process.

The access-request transaction incurs an average latency of 6.275 ms in Figure 9. It
is important to note that the block time of Quorum affects the value of the transaction
latency in the system. The block time is defined as the time it takes to add a new block
to the blockchain. We employed the default block time of 50 ms, which was set for the
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RAFT consensus in this experiment. However, the research of [41] has shown that an
increase in block time and transaction rate increases the latency of transactions in the
system. This change is because transactions will have to wait longer before they are added
to a block, thereby increasing the latency. Current blockchain consensus protocols are not
well-adapted for e-voting systems, considering the fact that the existing proof- and voting-
based consensus mechanisms may affect the performance of the e-voting systems due to
latency and transaction throughput challenges. In future work, we will investigate and
design a blockchain consensus protocol suitable for e-voting systems, where transactions are
validated with lower latency to ensure fair and efficient performance without compromising
security. A related line of attack could also involve adapting modern machine-learning
approaches that estimate variation in propagation times [27], improving monitoring [42]
and deep-learning classification schemes [29] that aim to perform better utilization of the
underlying network resources.
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Figure 8. The voter authorisation time is plotted as a function of the number of voters. The authorisa-
tion time is an approximately linear function of the voter population size, when it is the range 100 to
500 voters, which underlines the scalability of PVPBC.
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Figure 9. The time required to send and receive a response to an access request is illustrated as a function
of the number of requests. The access-request transaction incurs an average latency of 6.275 ms.
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8.2. Voting-Phase Performance Evaluation

We deployed our voting-phase implementation, which is described in Section 5.2,
on the Quorum private blockchain platform in order to mimic its operation on a real-world,
production network. We recruited different numbers of candidates to contest the election,
in order to evaluate implementation. The number of candidates was increased from 1 to 7.
In this experiment, the blockchain was used as a ballot box during the election phase to store
the signed encrypted ballots as well as the tracker commitment (Beta). The goal of these
experiments was to verify how the cost for casting a ballot varied with different numbers of
candidates. Figures 10 and 11 show the average gas-consumption cost (resp. cost in GBP)
for casting an encrypted ballot and tracker commitment based on different numbers of
candidates. In this experiment, the cost was calculated in GBP. Based on the data points in
Figure 11, it is reasonable to suggest that the costs in GBP increases approximately linearly
as the number of candidates increases from 1 to 7. When there are 7 candidates, the cost
is GBP 0.6. The cost for 2 candidates is approximately GBP 0.22 . The linear relationship
described here to characterise the cost in GBP for casting and storing an encrypted ballot
alongside tracker commitment as a function of the number of candidates is an appealing
property of PVPBC.
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Figure 11. Cost in GBP for casting and storing an encrypted ballot alongside tracker commitment.
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9. Conclusions

We proposed an e-voting system based on DLT called PVPBC. The primary advantage
of this system is that it preserves voter privacy and verifiability. It achieves this by using
DLT to ensure revocable anonymity, and to preserve voter privacy. An additional feature
of PVPBC is that it uses advanced cryptographic primitives to support ballot privacy.
Voters’ verifiability is ensured by using the Selene voting scheme. To demonstrate that
the provision of these features is achieved by PVPBC, we provided a detailed security
analysis of PVPBC to establish how it preserves privacy, security, verifiability, integrity,
fairness, and eligibility. Empirical evidence of the performance characteristics of PVPBC
was then provided. We evaluated its performance on a prototype system, by measuring the
time and cost required at the registration phase, authentication phase, and voting phase.
In summary, the average time required by PVPBC to perform voter registration was 34 s
and the associated average cost of gas was 181000 for each contract. During the voter-
authorisation phase, the average time to deploy contracts was 33 s and the average cost
of gas was 549719. The scalability of the system was then investigated by examining the
average authorisation time as the voter population size increased. We provided evidence
that the authorisation time was an approximately linear function of the voter population
size over the range of population sizes examined. We also reported that access-request
transactions incurred an average latency of 6.275 s. The inherent linear relation between
various performance metrics and the number of voters and candidates is an appealing
property of PVPBC. For example, we suggested that a linear relationship described the
cost in GBP for casting and storing an encrypted ballot alongside tracker commitment as a
function of the number of candidates. In summation, PVPBC delivers the following key
features: privacy, verifiability, integrity, and, finally, eligibility and initial results suggest
that the system is scalable.
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